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Abstract,-= generation and recombination kinetics of non-equilibrium charge carriers under illumination is studied in order to obtain the temperature and intensity dependence of the steady state energy distribution of photo-induced carriers in the range of energies contributing to the electrical transport. The results are applied to a model of transport in amorphous solids developed previously. Comparison with experimental data on photoconductivity of glow-discharge silicon provides further support for this model.
Introduction.-In two recent publications (1,2) a model for the transport near the band edge in amorphous semiconductors has been developed. This model is based on Kubo-Greenwood formulae for the conductivity and the thermoelectric power taking into account contributions of the entire energy range extending from localized tail states to delocalized states above the mobility edge. The experimentally observed discrepancy between the 'activation energies' for conductivity and thermopower which had been a puzzle for quite a while has found a natural explanation in our theory. The model is also able to split the temperature dependence of conductivity and thermopower activation energy unambigously into a contribution due to the 'statistical shift' of the Fermi level and another one due to a shift of the average energy at which the transport takes place. Finally it is possible to deduce the differential conductivity a ( € ) by Laplace transformation of the results obtained from a combined analysis of conductivity and thermopower data.
In this paper we are extending our model to transport under nonequilibrium conditions for the case of photoconductivity. The major part of the paper will be devoted to a discussion of the temperature and intensity dependent carrier distribution function under illumination. We will show that the expression for the photoconductivity under certain conditions may be expressed as a product of a temperature dependent and an intensity dependent factor. The temperature dependent factor is related in a simple way to the temperature dependent 'prefactor' of the dark conductivity. The implications of this relation between dark and photoconductivity will be tested by comparison with experimental results from the literature.
1. Theory of photoconductivity 1.1 Expressions for the conductivity under illumination.-In our previous papers the dark conductivity was expressed as the integral over all the contributions of a differential conductivity u ( € 1 =eu ( E ) N ( € 1 weighted with the probability that the (localized or extended) states at that energy are occupied (1,2)
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The occupation probability in the case of dark conductivity is the Fermi distribution function
(s,(T) = Fermi level at temperature T). Under non-equilibrium conditiins fO(E;T) in equ.
(1) has to be replaced by the appropriate steady state non-equilibrium distribution function It should be noted that our oph represents the total non-equilibrium conductivity and not the conventional excess photoconductivity o which is related to our oph by d
The distribution function fph (E ;T; I) depends in a complicated manner on the temperature T and intensity I. The distribution function, in particular, is a functional of the whole density of states distribution N(E'), of the transition probability w(E+E') for transitions from and to states at the energy E' and, finally, of the real space statistics if the states are localized.
As there is no hope to solve this problem exactly we will try to obtain information about the general structure of f Ph (E ;T ; I) which will enable us to evaluate the intensity and temperature dependence of aph at least qualitatively.
1.2 Distribution function at T = 0.-The assumption of zero temperature reduces the problem of determining fPn (E ;I) considerably because we have to consider only energy dissipating processes in the kinetics of the photo-excited electrons and holes. The reciprocal lifetime of a carrier at the energy E is given by the probability per time W(E) to perform a transition into any other state at some lower energy
The contributions to the integrand in eqp. (5) may be classified into relaxation and recombination processes. For electrons it is reasonable to consider those transitions as relaxation processes whose final energy E' is above midgap IJJ (or above the ground state Fermi level) and to call them recombination processes for any energy below At high electron energies above the mobility edge Ec the relaxation processes are very fast: Both, the density of states N(E) and the probability w(&+~') for energy tissipating relaxation processes by phonon emission are large and 1-fP is close to unity. Below the mobility edge, however, the average values of w(E+E') for relaxation processes decrease more and more to lower energies because of the increasingly localized character of the wave functions and the decreasing density of states. Therefore, T~,~~~~~ (E) qualitatively increases on an exponential scale below E cThe lifetime for recombination processes T n,rec (E) depends much less on E energy than for relaxation: There are ) always photo-excited holes in extended or weakly localized states available for recombination with an electron even if itself is trapped in a strongly n E 1 localized state. In Fig.1 the energy dependence of -tnrrelax (E) , T n, rec (€;I) and of T (€;I) is shown qualitatively. From equ?(6) and (7) it can be seen , k n (~ (E)) easily that 'rnrrec (E) , in contrast to
, is intensity dependent 
ITF, relax ( E ) holds approxi-
to dominant recombination.
mately and ~P~( E ; I ) increases by many orders of magnitude when the energy of the relaxing carriers approaches EI. The recombination channel, however becomes very efficient at energies close to EI and below of it because of the large values of fph(,;I) which follow from the long lifetimes T~(E;I) in this energy range. In Fig.2 a qualitative picture of the zero temperature fph(~;l) and of 7-fPh(c;l) (for holes) is given.
1.3 Distribution function at T + 0.-At finite temperatures the situation differs intwo major points from the previously discussed kinetics: i) The condition of detailed balance requires that or, expressed in another way, the distribution function never dcreases faster than exp{ -(E-E ' ) /kT) . This condition affects the distribution functionstrongly for E above I. In this range t A is a reasonable approximation as the fast relaxing carriers can induce only min deviations from (9) . ii) The recombina lifetime, in general, will be modified. The probability w(E+E') in (6) and (7) change considerably with temperature there are configurational shifts involved in the recombination processes. If this is not the case, the tem erature depen- dependence of the recombination lifetimes is rather weak for electron and hole energiesaround E and E which of the photoconductivity. We assume that the overlap of localized electron states near E I with other electron states at lower energy is comparable to that ong'with hole states near E, I. Under this condition we expect that recombination processes, also at 'higher temperatures, occur predominantly with the relatively large number of moderately localized holes neareVtI rather than with an exponentially smaller number of holes closer to Ev, although their probability w(E+E') will be larger because of weak localization. We may summarize: At the energies E I and E the occupation probabilities fph (cC, I;I) and 1-fph (E, ; I) &?end onvt6e intensity but only moderately on temperature. At d e energies above cCrI and below cv, 1 where the transport takes place the occupation factors are related to those values by Boltzmann factors (see equ. (9)). Under these conditions the expressions (1) and (3) for the dark conductivity and for the conductivity under illumination become quite similar. In our previous papers (1,2) we had introduced an arbitrary reference energy Eo in order to rewrite equ. our theory with experimental results is exlam K/T cellent. A discussion including previous work (5) will be given elsewhere. 
